Classroom
Ottomans & Sofas
2020

Suitable for
flexible learning
environments

Create
comfortable
spaces

Mix & match
the modular
designs
Instock &
ready for
delivery

New Ottomans, Nooks & Sofas

FREE freight
on all orders over $199*
*Conditions apply, see website for details

teaching.com.au
P 1800 251 497 F 1800 151 492

Classroom Ottomans & Sofas

Square Ottoman
Our new square ottomans measure 60(W) x 60(D) x 43(H)cm. They feature commercial grade upholstery
fabric with a grade 4 stain protection treatment. All ottomans are supplied with both feet and lockable
castors so you can choose if you want the ottoman to be static or mobile. Mix and match shapes and
colours as they are designed to be modular and compatible in size with most of our other ottomans and sofas in this range.

Available in
4 colours

Weight
tested to
200kg

Aalto - Aalto - Square Ottoman - Grey
Includes
castors and
feet

ALT7161

Aalto - Aalto - Square Ottoman - Lime
$149.95

ALT7162	  $149.95

Commercial
grade fabric

Includes
stain
protection

60 x 60
x 43cm

Aalto - Aalto - Square Ottoman - Teal
ALT7163

FREE freight
on all orders over $199
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Aalto - Aalto - Square Ottoman - Navy
$149.95

ALT7164

$149.95

Conditions apply, see website for details. Valid until 31st December 2020. Promotional value excludes GST.
Offer excludes export & new projects.

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST

Classroom Ottomas & Sofas

Round Ottoman
Our new round ottomans measure 45(dia) x 43(H)cm. Available in 4 different colours plus a fake grass
option. The commercial grade upholstery fabric features a grade 4 stain protection treatment. The fake
grass ottoman is a great option for a fun and sensory experience. All ottomans are supplied with both feet
and lockable castors so you can choose if you want the ottoman to be static or mobile.

Available in
5 colours

Weight
tested to
200kg

Aalto - Round Ottoman - Grey
ALT7165

Aalto - Round Ottoman - Lime
$139.95

ALT7166

$139.95

Includes
castors and
feet

Commercial
grade fabric*

Includes
stain
protection*

Aalto - Round Ottoman - Teal
ALT7167

Aalto - Round Ottoman - Navy
$139.95

ALT7168

$139.95

45 x 43cm

Aalto - Round Ottoman - Grass
ALT7169

$139.95

* Excludes fake grass design.

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Rectangular Ottoman
Our new rectangular ottomans measure 120(W) x 60(D) x 43(H)cm. They feature commercial grade
upholstery fabric with a grade 4 stain protection treatment. All ottomans are supplied with both feet
and lockable castors so you can choose if you want the ottoman to be static or mobile. Mix and match
shapes and colours as they are designed to be modular and compatible in size with most of our other ottomans and sofas in
this range.

Available in
4 colours

Aalto - Rectangular Ottoman - Grey
ALT7170

$299.95

Weight
tested to
300kg

Includes
castors and
feet

Aalto - Rectangular Ottoman - Lime
ALT7171

$299.95

Commercial
grade fabric

Includes
stain
protection

Aalto - Rectangular Ottoman - Teal
ALT7172

$299.95

120 x 60
x 43cm

Aalto - Rectangular Ottoman - Navy
ALT7173
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Freecall 1800 251 497

$299.95

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST

Classroom Ottomas & Sofas

Semi Circle Ottoman
Our new semi circle ottomans measure 120(W) x 60(D) x 43(H)cm. They feature commercial grade
upholstery fabric with a grade 4 stain protection treatment. All ottomans are supplied with both feet and
lockable castors so you can choose if you want the ottoman to be static or mobile. Mix and match shapes
and colours as they are designed to be modular and compatible in size with most of our other ottomans and sofas in this
range. Add two semi circle ottomans together to make a large circle ottoman.

Available in
4 colours

Aalto - Semi Circle Ottoman - Grey
ALT7178

$339.95

Weight
tested to
300kg

Includes
castors and
feet

Aalto - Semi Circle Ottoman - Lime
ALT7179

$339.95

Commercial
grade fabric

Includes
stain
protection

Aalto - Semi Circle Ottoman - Teal
ALT7180

$339.95

120 x 60
x 43cm

Aalto - Semi Circle Ottoman - Navy
ALT7181

$339.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Single Sofa
Our new single sofa chairs measure 60(W) x 60(D) x 80(H)cm with a seat height
of 43cm. They feature commercial grade upholstery fabric with a grade 4 stain
protection treatment. All sofa chairs are supplied with both feet and lockable
castors so you can choose if you want the ottoman to be static or mobile. The back rests and base
seats are available separately so you can make your own colour design. Mix and match shapes and
colours as they are designed to be modular and compatible in size with most of our other ottomans
and sofas in this range.

$489.90
$
95

449

Save $39.95

Available in
10 colours

Weight
tested to
200kg

Aalto
Single Sofa - Grey
ALT7186

Aalto
Single Sofa - Lime

$449.95

ALT7187	  $449.95

Aalto
Single Sofa - Teal
ALT7188

Aalto
Single Sofa - Navy

$449.95

ALT7189

$449.95

Includes
castors and
feet

Commercial
grade fabric

Aalto
Single Sofa - Grey & Lime
ALT7186-GL

$449.95

Aalto
Single Sofa - Grey & Navy
ALT7186-GN
$449.95

Aalto
Single Sofa - Grey & Teal
ALT7186-GT

$449.95

Includes
stain
protection

60 x 60
x 80cm

Aalto
Single Sofa - Lime & Grey
ALT7187-LG
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$449.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Aalto
Single Sofa - Teal & Grey
ALT7188-TG

$449.95

Freefax 1800 151 492

Aalto
Single Sofa - Navy & Grey
ALT7189-NG

$449.95

Prices exclude GST

Our new double sofa chairs measure 120(W) x 60(D) x 80(H)cm with a seat height
of 43cm. They feature commercial grade upholstery fabric with a grade 4 stain
protection treatment. All sofa chairs are supplied with both feet and lockable
castors so you can choose if you want the ottoman to be static or mobile. The back rests and base
seats are available separately so you can make your own colour design. Mix and match shapes and
colours as they are designed to be modular and compatible in size with most of our other ottomans
and sofas in this range.

Aalto
Double Sofa - Grey
Available in
10 colours

Classroom Ottomas & Sofas

Double Sofa

$649.90
$
95

599

Save $49.95

Aalto
Double Sofa - Lime

ALT7194

$599.95

ALT7195

$599.95

Weight
tested to
300kg

Aalto
Double Sofa - Teal

Aalto
Double Sofa - Navy

ALT7196

$599.95

ALT7197

$599.95

Includes
castors and
feet

Commercial
grade fabric

Aalto
Double Sofa - Grey & Lime
ALT7194-GL

$599.95

Aalto
Double Sofa - Grey & Navy
ALT7194-GN

$599.95

Aalto
Double Sofa - Grey & Teal
ALT7194-GT

$599.95

Includes
stain
protection

120 x 60
x 80cm

Aalto
Double Sofa - Lime & Grey
ALT7195-LG

$599.95

Aalto
Double Sofa - Teal & Grey
ALT7196-TG

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$599.95

Aalto
Double Sofa - Navy & Grey
ALT7197-NG

$599.95
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Curved Ottoman
Our new curved ottomans measure 100(W) x 60(D) x 43(H)cm. They feature commercial grade upholstery
fabric with a grade 4 stain protection treatment. All ottomans are supplied with both feet and lockable
castors so you can choose if you want the ottoman to be static or mobile. Mix and match shapes and
colours as they are designed to be modular and compatible in size with most of our other ottomans and sofas in this range
including the concave and convex designs.

Available in
4 colours

Aalto - Curved Ottoman - Grey
ALT7174

$329.95

Weight
tested to
300kg

Includes
castors and
feet

Aalto - Curved Ottoman - Lime
ALT7175

$329.95

Commercial
grade fabric

Includes
stain
protection

Aalto - Curved Ottoman - Teal
ALT7176

$329.95

100 x 60
x 43cm

Aalto - Curved Ottoman - Navy
ALT7177
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Freecall 1800 251 497

$329.95

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST

Our new convex ottomans measure 100(W) x 60(D) x 80(H)cm with a seat height
of 43cm. They feature commercial grade upholstery fabric with a grade 4 stain
protection treatment. All ottomans are supplied with both feet and lockable
castors so you can choose if you want the ottoman to be static or mobile. They feature commercial
grade upholstery fabric with a grade 4 stain protection treatment. The back rests and base seats are
available separately so you can make your own colour design. Mix and match shapes and colours as
they are designed to be modular and compatible in size with most of our other ottomans and sofas in
this range including the concave and curved designs.

Aalto
Convex Ottoman - Grey
Available in
10 colours

ALT7202

Classroom Ottomas & Sofas

Convex Ottoman

$649.90
$
95

599

Save $49.95

Aalto
Convex Ottoman - Lime
$599.95

ALT7203

$599.95

Weight
tested to
300kg

Aalto
Convex Ottoman - Teal
ALT7204

Aalto
Convex Ottoman - Navy
$599.95

ALT7205

$599.95

Includes
castors and
feet

Commercial
grade fabric

Aalto Convex
Ottoman - Grey & Lime
ALT7202-GL

$599.95

Aalto Convex
Ottoman - Grey & Navy
ALT7202-GN

$599.95

Aalto Convex
Ottoman - Grey & Teal
ALT7202-GT

$599.95

Includes
stain
protection

100 x 60
x 80cm

Aalto Convex
Ottoman - Lime & Grey
ALT7203-LG

$599.95

Aalto Convex
Ottoman - Teal & Grey
ALT7204-TG

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Aalto Convex
Ottoman - Navy & Grey
$599.95

ALT7205-NG

$599.95
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Concave Ottoman
Our new concave ottomans measure 100(W) x 60(D) x 80(H)cm with a seat height
of 43cm. They feature commercial grade upholstery fabric with a grade 4 stain
protection treatment. All ottomans are supplied with both feet and lockable
castors so you can choose if you want the ottoman to be static or mobile. They feature commercial
grade upholstery fabric with a grade 4 stain protection treatment. The back rests and base seats are
available separately so you can make your own colour design. Mix and match shapes and colours as
they are designed to be modular and compatible in size with most of our other ottomans and sofas in
this range including the convex and curved designs.

Available in
10 colours

Aalto Concave
Ottoman - Grey

$649.90
$
95

599

Save $49.95

Aalto Concave
Ottoman - Lime

ALT7210

$599.95

ALT7211

$599.95

Weight
tested to
300kg

Aalto Concave
Ottoman - Teal

Aalto Concave
Ottoman - Navy

ALT7212

$599.95

ALT7213

$599.95

Includes
castors and
feet

Commercial
grade fabric

Aalto Concave
Ottoman - Grey & Lime
ALT7210-GL

$599.95

Aalto Concave
Ottoman - Grey & Navy
ALT7210-GN

$599.95

Aalto Concave
Ottoman - Grey & Teal
ALT7210-GT

$599.95

Includes
stain
protection

100 x 60
x 80cm

Aalto Concave
Ottoman - Lime & Grey
ALT7211-LG
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$599.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Aalto Concave
Ottoman - Teal & Grey
ALT7212-TG

Aalto Concave
Ottoman - Navy & Grey
$599.95

Freefax 1800 151 492

ALT7213-NG

$599.95

Prices exclude GST

Classroom Ottomas & Sofas

Table & Sofa Nook
Create a quiet nook space. Compatible with most 120(W)cm tables and most of our new ottomans.
These nooks feature lockable castors for mobility. They measure 131.5(W) x 45.5(D) x 120(H)cm and
feature commercial grade upholstery fabric with a grade 4 stain protection treatment. Helps to reduce
noise to create quiet cave spaces. Table and ottomans are sold separately. If using the rectangular ottoman with this booth
we recommend to use against a wall for better support. If you would like to using this nook as a freestanding unit we
recommend to use it with our double sofa.

Available in
4 colours

Weight
tested to
200kg

Includes
castors and
feet

Aalto - Table & Sofa Nook - Grey
ALT7220

Aalto - Table & Sofa Nook - Lime
$749.95

ALT7221

$749.95

Commercial
grade fabric

Includes
stain
protection

131 x 45
x 120cm

Aalto - Table & Sofa Nook - Teal
ALT7222

Aalto - Table & Sofa Nook - Navy
$749.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

ALT7223

$749.95
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Storage Ottoman
Our new storage ottomans measure 110(W) x 60(D) x 51(H)cm. They feature commercial grade upholstery fabric
with a grade 4 stain protection treatment in 4 colours as well as a fake grass design. The fake grass design is a fun and
sensory experience. They also feature lockable castors and space for 6 tote trays and are compatible with Gratnells trays. Kit includes
storage ottoman and 6 x deep trays (SUN831L). Contents may vary. The padding is available to purchase separately if required.

Aalto - Storage
Ottoman & Trays

77995

$

Save $123.65

Available in
5 colours

Aalto - Storage Ottoman - Grey
ALT7214
ALT7214K

$749.95
with trays $779.95

Weight
tested to
400kg

Includes
castors and
feet

Aalto - Storage Ottoman - Lime
ALT7215
ALT7215K

Aalto - Storage Ottoman - Teal
$749.95
with trays $779.95

ALT7216
ALT7216K

$749.95
with trays $779.95

Commercial
grade fabric*

Includes
stain
protection*

110 x 60
x 51cm

Aalto - Storage Ottoman - Navy
ALT7217
ALT7217K

Aalto - Storage Ottoman - Grass
$749.95
with trays $779.95

ALT7218
ALT7218K

$749.95
with trays $779.95
* Excludes fake grass design.

teaching.com.au

FREE freight
on all orders over $199*

P 1800 251 497 F 1800 151 492

*Conditions apply, see website for details

Prices exclude GST
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